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Abstract

The field of pathology, which provides tissue diagnoses for clinical and research
purposes, is at the heart of medical decision-making. The current move to
digital pathology (DP) is a fundamental change in how primary diagnostic work,
consultations, education, and multidisciplinary conferences are performed. DP is
the prerequisite for computational pathology (CPATH), the big-data approach
to pathology that extracts information from images, typically using artificial
intelligence (AI) methods. While CPATH offers significant new capabilities and
workflows, it also brings new challenges. There will be knock-on effects on other
specialties and in teaching and research. The emerging next-generation pathology
will be more quantitative, will have more diagnostic consistency, and will be
more connected to its medical peers.

1 Transformations of the Past

Pathology, the study of the causes and effects of disease, has gone through
several transformations in its history (Fig. 1). Nothing has changed about the basic
goal of rendering a tissue diagnosis from the interpretation of macroscopic and
especially microscopic morphology. The introduction of microscopy in the 1850s–
1870s (van den Tweel & Taylor, 2010) brought about a modern, histology-based
understanding of disease (i.e., histopathology) and revolutionized medicine. In the
1980s, immunohistochemistry, which uses antibodies to highlight specific antigens
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Fig. 1 A history of transformations in pathology. The specialty is again on the verge of major
changes from a new convergence of technologies

in tissue, entered clinical practice (Gatter et al., 1985; Taylor, 1986). Molecular
pathology, which was widely adopted in the 2010s and is still a developing field,
goes beyond the microscope with a broad array of methods for analyzing nucleic
acids in particular.

Among the many challenges in the specialty are an aging workforce (Colgan
& Geldenhuys, 2012; Metter et al., 2019; Robboy et al., 2013), an insufficient
number of trainees to match future demands, and rising workloads (Metter et al.,
2019; Märkl et al., 2021; Bonert et al., 2021). The complexity of case assessment
is increasing in tandem with the demands of precision medicine, adding further to
the workload (Warth et al., 2016). A trend toward subspecialization is related to
the growing complexity of the specialty (Sarewitz, 2014; Ohori et al., 2016; Conant
et al., 2017), as is the case in internal medicine, surgery, and radiology. However,
the required subspecialty expertise is not always available. In addition, there are
external pressures. As life expectancy continues to rise, so does the prevalence of
chronic illnesses and neoplasms (Halaweish & Alam, 2015).

New technologies are now converging to reshape the specialty once again. DP
makes possible novel use cases and innovative workflows. DP is also the foundation
for CPATH (Louis et al., 2014; Abels et al., 2019), which is based on machine
learning. Together, DP and CPATH will create many effective responses to the
challenges pathology faces. CPATH will bring many new capabilities in classifying
lesions, segmenting tissue elements, discovering biomarkers, and using image
features to predict therapy and outcome. These developments will require new ways
of training medical students and trainees in various specialties. DP will make the
wealth of information in pathology much more accessible to colleagues in other
specialties. An opportunity is emerging to rebrand a specialty that contributes much
to medical decision-making yet is poorly understood by the public and colleagues
in other specialties. The chapter concludes with an attempt to envision an age when
the changes CPATH offers have become routine practices.
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2 Digital Pathology

The current practice of pathology still centers on conventional microscopes and
glass slides for the most part, but this is changing. The digital transformation
has gone much more slowly than initially expected due to high up-front costs,
an unclear business case, insufficient standardization, as well as regulatory issues.
Comparisons have been made to radiology (Montalto, 2008; Cornish et al., 2012;
Hipp et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2011), which went digital decades ago, but
there are fundamental differences. Microscopic images are at least 10×, sometimes
100× larger than black-and-white radiology images and require more resources.
Workflow in radiology was simplified with the elimination of films, which cut costs.
In contrast, pathologists still have to generate glass slides as before, but now they
must also scan them and manage the data, which adds expenses. Radiology adopted
an image standard long ago (i.e., DICOM, digital imaging and communications in
medicine), while proprietary standards are still the rule in pathology. DICOM for
pathology is under development (Herrmann et al., 2018; Clunie, 2021). It appears
that digitization in pathology presents greater challenges than in other areas of
medical imaging.

DP is the practice of pathology using digital imaging technology. It “includes
the acquisition, management, sharing and interpretation of pathology information—
including slides and data—in a digital environment” (Royal College of Pathologists,
2021). The definition of DP should not be limited to microscopy since pathology
also involves macroscopic and molecular information. The laboratory information
system (LIS) has interfaces to laboratory equipment, sample archiving, and more.
DP has its roots in virtual microscopy (i.e., viewing microscopic images with a
computer) and telepathology (i.e., pathology over a distance) (Weinstein, 1986). A
significant catalyst for the field was whole slide imaging (WSI) (Farahani et al.,
2015; Pantanowitz et al., 2018) in which a specialized robotic microscope scans
an entire histologic slide rapidly and at high resolution. Most digital microscopy
involves bright-field images, but fluorescent images (fluorescent immunohistochem-
istry, fluorescence in situ hybridization) and multispectral images (information
across the spectrum of light) can also be scanned. After over two decades of
technological innovation (high-throughput WSI scanners, LIS interfaces, storage,
networks, etc.), DP appears sufficiently robust and affordable for deployment in
clinical use. A vibrant DP commercial sector has emerged for hardware (scanners,
servers, storage, communication) and software (LISs, WSI viewers, image analysis).
Regulatory approval by the US Food and Drug Administration of WSI scanners for
primary diagnosis (Evans et al., 2018) was an important milestone. Vendor neutral
archives can manage images from different sources. An exemplary DP cockpit is
shown in Fig. 2a. The workflows of conventional pathology, DP, and CPATH are
shown in Fig. 2b–d.

DP has many advantages over glass-and-microscope pathology. Workflow
improvements include faster case delivery from the lab, leading to shorter
turnaround times (Hanna et al., 2019b). For urgent cases, multiple colleagues
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Fig. 2 (a) A digital pathology “cockpit”: The laboratory information system (LIS) (left screen)
shows a list of patients and case overview while the WSI viewer (right screen) displays the
corresponding histologic images in slide-by-slide mode. (b–d) Comparison of workflows: (b) In
conventional (analog) pathology, glass slides are delivered from the lab to the pathologist, who
reads them with a conventional light microscope and reports the findings in the LIS. (c) In DP,
the slide is digitized with a WSI scanner and stored locally. The pathologist reviews the case
on a monitor and reports it in the LIS, and WSIs are subsequently available for easy retrieval
and sharing. (d) In CPATH, after digitization, the WSI undergoes preanalytical quality control
and extensive precomputing. The pathologist reviews the case on a CPATH workstation and runs
additional computational tools. The case is stored locally and in cloud-based services and may also
be submitted to a repository for research
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can view a case simultaneously. The pathologist can annotate directly in the slide
for diagnostic documentation, education, and research. Access to a patient’s prior
cases is easier and faster. Information storage is more reliable with no degradation
of tissue over time (i.e., fading) or breakage of glass. The retrieval of similar cases
for comparison and research is also easier. Images can be transmitted quickly over
vast distances for applications such as telepathology, teleconsultation, education,
and clinical trials. The recent COVID-19 pandemic was an important catalyst
for DP as it suddenly made remote viewing, reporting, and teaching necessary
in many centers (Hanna et al., 2020; Stathonikos et al., 2020; Williams et al.,
2020; Araújo et al., 2021; Browning et al., 2021). For multidisciplinary tumor
boards, WSI has advantages over static images (because it is interactive) and
multiheaded microscopes (because it accommodates remote participants). The
possible disadvantages of DP include the initial cost, data storage requirements,
insufficient LIS integration, lack of Z-stacking in most scanners, and the risk of
workload increases (e.g., expansion of second opinions) (Farahani et al., 2015; Jahn
et al., 2020).

A number of use cases for DP exist, including clinical and nonclinical appli-
cations (Dash et al., 2021). For primary diagnosis (Volynskaya et al., 2018; Asa
& Evans, 2020; Retamero et al., 2020; Schüffler et al., 2021; Borowsky et al.,
2020), many validation studies indicate high concordance between glass slides and
DP (Snead et al., 2016; Hanna et al., 2019a, 2020; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2018;
Azam et al., 2021). In case review (e.g., internal or external review, consultation,
and second opinions, including telepathology and remote work) (Zhao et al.,
2015; Chong et al., 2019), DP is faster, safer, and often cheaper than sending
slides by mail, as was done previously. These review capabilities will make it
easier to generate consensus diagnoses among pathologists, thereby helping to
reduce diagnostic variability and diagnostic errors. A long-established use case is
intraoperative consultation (e.g., frozen or “quick” sections) that can be performed
by telepathology (Horbinski et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2009; Ribback et al., 2014;
Dietz et al., 2020) and is therefore appealing for multisite hospitals or those without
sufficient subspecialty expertise. Multidisciplinary tumor boards benefit from DP
because it eliminates much preparation work and enables presentations from WSI,
which greatly improves their quality (Krupinski et al., 2018). Digital microscopy
has been used in teaching for many years (Mea et al., 2017; Rodrigues-Fernandes et
al., 2020; Hassell et al., 2021; Evans et al., 2021) and has proven to be an effective
learning tool (Ordi et al., 2015; Saco et al., 2016) that high proportions of trainees
accept. DP also brings new opportunities in quality assurance and quality control
(QA/QC) (Janowczyk et al., 2019; Wright et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021).

The business case for DP is improving. As initially mentioned, DP adoption
by mainstream pathologists has been slow. One reason was that the business case
was still challenging. However, this is now changing, and many centers have
reported productivity gains from DP adoption (Baidoshvili et al., 2018; Hanna et
al., 2019b; Retamero et al., 2020). In addition, new long-term revenue opportunities
are opening up in the areas of telepathology and clinical trials (Barisoni & Hodgin,
2017; Pell et al., 2019). Several studies have examined the business case to provide
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guidance (Lujan et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2019). CPATH enables new use
cases in image analysis that are impossible with conventional microscopes, further
improving the economic case for DP adoption. Indeed, comparisons are sometimes
made between the iPhone, which created the basis for apps, and WSI scanners that
make pathology AI applications possible.

DP will likely lead to profound changes in workflows in ways that are difficult to
predict. The DP environment is not simply a new user interface (i.e., a modernized
version of the conventional microscope) but a foundation for a very different way
to practice that opens up entirely new capabilities, such as CPATH and biomarker
analysis.

3 Computational Pathology

3.1 Background and Definitions

A discussion of the new capabilities and use cases enabled by CPATH should be
prefaced by a reminder that definitions in this area are still evolving. Experts from
the Digital Pathology Association define CPATH broadly as “a branch of pathology
that involves computational analysis of a broad array of methods to analyze patient
specimens for the study of disease” (Abels et al., 2019, p. 287). They point out that
definitions of CPATH may be affected by the context in which they are presented,
which may sometimes lead to confusion. A more comprehensive earlier description
of CPATH (Louis et al., 2014, p. 1133) stated that it “incorporates multiple sources
of raw data (e.g., clinical and laboratory data, imaging); extracts biologically and
clinically relevant information; uses mathematical models at the levels of molecules,
individuals, and populations for diagnostic inferences and predictions; and presents
that clinically actionable knowledge to customers.” Important foundational tech-
nologies for CPATH are machine learning (a type of AI that learns from examples
of measurements and can generalize them after a learning phase to predict a variable
of interest) and especially deep learning (i.e., a type of machine learning that is
based on artificial neural networks that contain many intermediate, hidden layers
of increasing complexity). In supervised machine learning, a label (ground truth)
is attached to the data. In contrast, unsupervised machine learning does not use
such assigned labels and is instead based on clustering and principal component
analysis. In end-to-end deep learning (i.e., the model learns to connect initial
input data and the final output result), images are the input and a corresponding
clinical variable or molecular data is used for training. The output may be a therapy
prediction or a prognostic assessment directly from raw images. A term that is
sometimes used interchangeably with CPATH is “pathomics” (Saltz et al., 2017),
also called “histomics” or “tissue phenomics.” It is the “pieces and parts” approach
to pathology data. AWSI is broken down into very small units for further integration
with molecular data, omics data, or other biomedical imaging data. Features are
then extracted from tissue with the help of computational algorithms and are
subsequently used to create prediction models. Pathomics enables reproducible and
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quantitative data mining for histology. The parallel field in radiology is called
radiomics (Mayerhoefer et al., 2020; Yip & Aerts, 2016). The AI revolution in
pathology is connected to and influenced by other fields of AI research, including
other medical imaging and developments in more distant fields, such as autonomous
vehicles.

3.2 Applications of CPATH

When machine learning methods were first introduced to the field, the goal was
often to recapitulate the pathologist’s approach (e.g., automate tumor grading in a
way that a human would proceed). As machine learning and deep learning methods
have evolved, they have become increasingly able to perform tasks that are beyond
the capabilities of a pathologist. Histopathologic image analysis, whether based
on machine learning or deep learning techniques or more conventional methods,
falls into several general categories. Segmentation is the precise delineation of
the borders of one particular tissue element from its surroundings. Examples of
frequently segmented objects are epithelia, glands, stroma, cells, or nuclei. In order
to obtain sufficient training and validation data for segmentation, large numbers
of manual annotations by pathologists are often required—a time-consuming and
expensive step. Classification is often based on various clustering methods, such as
supervised clustering (when labeled or annotated data are available) or unsupervised
clustering (label scarcity). Images are grouped into categories, such as tumor vs.
non-tumor, tumor subtypes, or grades of tumors.

There is more information in histopathology images than meets the human eye.
However, with machine learning and deep learning methods, these “subvisual”
features may be used for tasks such as classification or predicting molecular findings
from hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) images. Certain histomorphologic features
correlate with molecular features, and given sufficient training data, a prediction of
molecular signatures from WSIs may be possible (Coudray et al., 2018; Yamashita
et al., 2021). Advanced deep learning-based approaches make it possible to infer
molecular features and therapy responses from tissue biomarkers (Krause et al.,
2021; Echle et al., 2021). In the workflow of the future, diagnostic images could
be prescreened for molecular predictions to flag those with a high likelihood of a
negative result. Subsequent molecular testing may then not be necessary on these
cases. Some mutations are mutually exclusive, and the availability of such image-
based preliminary testing could allow for better triage of molecular testing. Much
actual testing would still have to be done, but this approach may help cut costs
(Kacew et al., 2021). Similarly, information about prognosis may also be obtained
in this way although it requires training with clinical outcome data (Bychkov et al.,
2018; Kather et al., 2019).

Numerous specific CPATH use cases have emerged. Some of them are depicted
in a hypothetical app store shown in Fig. 3. They include QA/QC tools, detection
and segmentation tools, diagnostic assistance for common tasks such as finding
mitotic figures, predictive tools, grading tools, and more advanced analysis tools.
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Fig. 3 (A humorous take on a) hypothetical CPATH app store

Also included is the ability to find matching cases in large databases with image
search (see below). Some of the tools in Fig. 3 are tongue-in-cheek, hinting at the
hype surrounding AI.

3.3 AI Applications BeyondHistopathologic Analysis

Interest in applyingAI to anatomic pathology has largely been focused on histologic
image analysis, mostly tasks related to visual recognition and understanding. Many
other potential uses have not been studied as thoroughly. Among them is the
extraction of a patient’s relevant clinical history from various sources and automated
writing and standardization of pathology reports (e.g., automated generation of
synoptic reports for cancer cases). For patient engagement, automated reports in
a language patients can understand could be accessed through a patient portal
(Krasowski et al., 2017). Another area is laboratory automation (Naugler & Church,
2019) and laboratory QA/QC (Janowczyk et al., 2019). The potential to generate
virtual stains has been demonstrated,which may involve scanning unstained paraffin
sections and computing staining patterns or transforming one stain into another (de
Haan et al., 2021). Other potential applications involve assisting with managing
workload, multi-omics (correlation, integration), and multimodal data fusion (e.g.,
radiology-pathology).
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3.4 Challenges in Pathology AI

Despite the very impressive progress in pathology AI in recent years, there are many
risks and challenges. An immediate problem is the lack of sufficiently large training
datasets that represent the extensive variability that exists in clinical data across
different institutions (e.g., among institutions, regions, ethnicities). Such datasets
are the prerequisite for clinical-grade CPATH (as opposed to research-grade) and
will benefit from the establishment of repositories (see below). Low availability of
annotations by pathologists for training data has also been a problem. However, this
may improve with the wider adoption of automated high-throughput methods that
make the annotation process far more efficient (Miao et al., 2021). AI could lead to
much larger volumes of data to be extracted from histologic images. This deluge of
data could expose the workforce to the risk of information overload. Pathologists
may get bogged down in too much data that does not have much benefit for
clinical care. There are also concerns related to human/computer interaction, such
as decision fatigue (i.e., frequent inappropriate alerts leading the human operator
to ignore the signal) (Ancker et al., 2017; Baron et al., 2021). Another potential
risk is automation bias; the human operator may become complacent and rely
on a machine’s output without doing sufficient double-checking (Parasuraman &
Riley, 1997). There are concerns that when deep learning algorithms take over some
very specialized diagnostic functions, pathologists’ skills may fall into disuse and
atrophy (Sarwar et al., 2019).

New areas of research and development will certainly emerge from these topics.
The topic of AI explainability has received much attention as AI approaches in
pathology have become increasingly successful. There are concerns that the models
with the best performance are also the least transparent ones. Labels such as
“opacity” or “black box” are sometimes used when discussing AI. The field of
explainable AI (xAI) in medicine “deals with the implementation of transparency
and traceability of statistical black-box machine learning methods, particularly
deep learning” (Holzinger et al., 2019, p. 1). In other words, xAI intends to
bring transparency to the process by revealing the reasons for the decisions a
model makes. When applied to anatomic pathology, xAI mechanisms will likely
be embedded in the analysis of WSIs (Tosun et al., 2020) to improve trust in the
models and the safety of the CPATH workflow.

3.5 Pathologist vs. AI?

Will AI replace pathologists? There are some concerns in the specialty about
the possible elimination of jobs (Sarwar et al., 2019). The threat of automation
may discourage potential trainees from choosing the specialty, thus increasing the
growing shortage of pathologists. However, it appears unlikely that machines or AI
will replace pathologists as the latter are needed to do more integrative tasks, to
examine the data products coming from CPATH, and to do new types of research on
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topics such as biomarkers and pathomics (Saltz et al., 2017). Human pathologists are
also needed to detect rare pathologies that the algorithms have not been trained on.
For the near future, it seems more likely that pathologists using AI will replace those
not using it, creating a combination of human and machine intelligence (augmented
intelligence). AI-based diagnostic support systems can help avoid decision fatigue
and enable the pathologist to do more work. For the longer term, however, emerging
technologies will bring significant changes in workflow. These changes will enable
machines to perform diagnostic tasks in ways that are very different from how
human pathologists operate.

3.6 Reference Databases, DP Repositories, and Large-Scale
Initiatives in CPATH

With image search, a reference database containing tens of thousands of curated
and annotated cases can be queried with a current case to identify similar cases.
The image search can involve histologic and other features. As a new capability
in CPATH, this opens up new opportunities for diagnostic support and may lead
to significant changes in workflow. The technologies for reverse image search
developed at Google were applied to histologic images; the resulting search tool
is called “Similar Medical Images Like Yours,” or “SMILY” (Hegde et al., 2019).
Another example is “Yottixel,” which uses barcoding technology to represent
images (Kalra et al., 2020a, b). “Pathobot” implements AI-driven image search and
uses social media data for similarity ranking (Schaumberg et al., 2020).

The advances in applying AI technologies to pathology over the last 6–7
years have also spurred investments in large-scale infrastructure projects, such as
repositories and large CPATH initiatives. Some of the problems with the robustness
of AI applications seem to be primarily problems of data availability. More data
from different institutions that represent a larger number of laboratories, staining
conditions, scanners, and so forth are likely to improve robustness. The “BIGPIC-
TURE” project is a large public-private consortium led by Radboud University
in the Netherlands that is funded by the EU Innovative Medicines Initiative.
BIGPICTURE is building a central repository of millions of annotated DP slides
to support the development of AI models (Moulin et al., 2021). The “EMPAIA”
project (EcosysteM for Pathology Diagnostics with AI Assistance), funded by the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action (Homeyer et
al., 2021), is building a platform for the development and validation of AI services
that will include data repositories and a marketplace. Its goal is to support an
entire ecosystem of stakeholders, including AI developers, clinical laboratories,
research institutions in academia and the private sector, certification bodies, and
other participants. Five collaborative committees are working to remove regulatory,
legal, technical, and organizational obstacles to pathology AI. The initiative also
produces advanced half-day training events called “EMPAIA Academy” for AI
skills development. The Pathology Innovation Collaborative Community (PIcc,
formerly the Alliance for Digital Pathology) (Marble et al., 2020) is a significant
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regulatory science initiative where public and private stakeholders work with the
US Food and Drug Administration to accelerate advances in the precompetitive
phase of DP. Additional large-scale initiatives exist in the UK with funding
from UK Research and Innovation (UKRI), including iCAIRD (https://icaird.
com), PathLAKE (https://www.pathlake.org), and NPIC (https://npic.ac.uk/). These
public-private consortia are building large repositories of annotated and curatedWSI
data with corresponding clinical information.

4 Broader Effects on Other Specialties, Education,
and Research

4.1 Integrative Pathology and Other Specialties

Pathologists have always been integrators of information from different sources,
combining their morphologic and molecular findings (morpho-molecular pathol-
ogy) (Jones et al., 2017) and putting them in the context of clinical practice and
basic science. The term “integrative” even became part of the name of a professional
society, the European Society of Integrative Digital Pathology (Eloy et al., 2021).
As pathology becomes even more data-rich, the role of the integrator will become
stronger and will involve combining histomorphology, molecular pathology, omics
data, AI-derived data products, clinical information, and other medical imaging
modalities, such as radiology.

Significant opportunities are emerging for cross-disciplinary practice. Analogous
to the way that radiologic images are now viewed by physicians in many specialties
but only formally reported by radiologists, changes will happen with pathology
images in the future. Once histologic images are decoupled from the microscope,
other specialties can use them in the clinical setting and in teaching and research.
Use cases for DP and CPATH are emerging for various specialties. For example,
during surgery, when tissue is sent to pathology for an intraoperative consultation
(“frozen section”), the surgeon will not just receive a verbal diagnosis but can see
the actual histology on screen during the procedure without leaving the operating
room. A radiologist can review not just the pathology report but the actual
histology images, receiving much more granular feedback on the earlier radiology
diagnosis (Lundström et al., 2017; Mun et al., 2020). Diagnosis and therapy will be
more closely coupled, following the example of oncologic pathology (“companion
diagnostics,” “theranostics”). The impact will be significant in dermatology and
dermatopathology, fields that are already adopting novel imaging technologies
(Glines et al., 2020).

4.2 Education and Outreach

The DP/CPATH revolutions will significantly impact the training of medical
students, pathology trainees, and trainees in other specialties. Curricular changes at
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many medical schools in North America have resulted in the integration of various
topics into core curricula. In the process, pathology teaching has often been curtailed
or entirely eliminated. As a result, many medical students no longer have adequate
exposure to this field and increasingly lack a tissue-based understanding of disease.
This is a problem for the future of pathology because it is vitally important to attract
good trainees. In response, digital platforms such as PathElective (Lilley et al., 2021)
have sprung up that offer high-quality content to those who are willing to invest
the time and effort beyond their required curriculum. The COVID-19 pandemic
presented additional opportunities to use DP techniques to teach pathology (Hassell
et al., 2021; Hassell & Afzal, 2021; Patel et al., 2021).

Whenever new topics emerged in recent decades, the specialty has responded by
creating new training programs for pathology postgraduates, such as fellowships in
molecular diagnostics (Rosenbaum et al., 2021) and pathology informatics (Levy et
al., 2012; Mandelker et al., 2014; Quinn et al., 2014). The introduction of CPATH
will necessitate an overhaul of existing anatomic pathology training programs and
will lead to the creation of new fellowship programs.

DP/CPATH topics can support outreach. As mentioned earlier, when histologic
images are “freed” from the microscope with DP, new ways to use them become
possible. One such application is patient education and engagement. In the past,
most pathologists have had minimal contact with patients, but this may change as
digital technologies allow for much easier dialog. Indeed, the concept of a patient-
pathologist consultation program has been presented (Booth et al., 2019; Jug et
al., 2021; Lapedis et al., 2020; Shachar et al., 2021). If this becomes popular, it
could give much more visibility to pathologists. Also significant for outreach is the
small but vibrant presence of pathology on social media (Deeken et al., 2020; El
Hussein et al., 2020; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2021). On platforms such as Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn, pathologists share educational material, announce events,
interact with applicants, and much more. In the future, pathologists will likely move
to dedicated, more formal services based on WSIs and CPATH functionality.

The ongoing transformation provides excellent opportunities for rebranding
the specialty (El Hussein et al., 2021). Some of the ingredients of rebranding
are the capabilities of DP/CPATH, integrative pathology, and improved outreach.
Rebranding is essential because the perception of pathology is suboptimal among
the general public, where autopsy activities predominate, and among colleagues in
other medical specialties, who often have little knowledge about what pathology
does.

4.3 Nonclinical Settings: Biobanking, Experimental
and Veterinary Pathology, Toxicology, and Pharmaceutical
Development

As a translational discipline, pathology is a bridge between basic biomedical science
and various clinical fields. The same technologies that underpin the digital and
computational pathology revolution are entering all other areas that perform tissue
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analysis. Because the workflows in those areas can differ significantly from routine
clinical workflow, technologies will need to be adapted. For example, slide viewers
designed for clinical diagnostic work are often case-centric and may not be suitable
for preclinical pharmaceutical development that is more batch-centric.

Biobanking and biospecimen science are closely tied to the clinical diagnostic
space and have started to use WSI scans as part of specimen annotation (Hamilton
et al., 2014; Wei & Simpson, 2014). There is great potential in incorporating
pathologist annotations and CPATH-derived data products and further combining
these with molecular data, such as proteomics and methylomics. There is also great
potential for robotics in biobanking and basic tissue-based research. For example,
combining laser capture microdissection with robotics and AI will make possible
new applications that were previously too time-consuming if performed by a human
operator. Veterinary medicine has started to integrate DP techniques for teaching
and diagnostic use (Bertram & Klopfleisch, 2017; Brown et al., 2016; Jones-Hall et
al., 2021). CPATH techniques will be applied to organoids, tumoroids, xenografts,
avatars, and other microanatomic models.

In drug discovery and development,DP is already changing the way clinical trials
are conducted. Pharmaceutical companies are digitizing central pathology review
(Mroz et al., 2013; Barisoni & Hodgin, 2017; Pell et al., 2019), bringing improve-
ments in efficiency and accuracy. Compared to clinical diagnostics, some aspects
of applying CPATH to preclinical pharmaceutical development and toxicological
pathologymay be easier to implement as the analyses are often highly standardized.
AI tools are especially well suited for highly repetitive tasks, which will make it
possible to expand preclinical development and toxicological pathology activities
(Turner et al., 2020).

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

Pathology is entering another transformative phase. The introduction of DP will
be the foundation for CPATH. Parallel changes will come from a larger number
of additional areas that are beyond the scope of this chapter. Among them
are novel imaging and visualization technologies, such as augmented reality, in
vivo microscopy, and 3D pathology, as well as multiplexing, multi-omics, and
multimodal data fusion. Advances in robotics and laboratory automation will also
influence this convergence.

As pathologists reinvent themselves, their task will remain the same: extracting,
simplifying, and distilling information. The role of pattern recognition abilities may
become somewhat less important as AI-based methods will take over some of these
tasks. However, managing complexity and performing integrative tasks will likely
become more important. Some of the broader changes that characterize current and
future practice are contrasted in Table 1. With AI and multiplexing, pathology will
become more quantitative (e.g., tumor markers Ki-67 and PD-L1). Variability of
diagnosis and reporting can be reduced significantly. Large reference databases
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Table 1 Current pathology characteristics and the trends leading to next-generation pathology

Past/current Future

Analog (glass slides and microscope) Digital (WSI)
Morphologic Morphomolecular
Qualitative and intuitive Quantitative
Highly variable reporting (poorly
structured, difficult to database)

Highly structured reporting (synoptic/structured,
easy to database)

High diagnostic variability High diagnostic consistency (AI-based
quantification; ubiquitous “second read”)

Decentralized laboratories and practice
settings

Increasingly centralized laboratories

Location-dependent practice Connected, “networked” practice
Case-by-case diagnosis, mostly from one
pathologist

Image search using large reference databases and
crowd wisdom

Research-grade CPATH (possibly brittle;
few and narrow applications)

Clinical-grade CPATH (robust; wide variety of
applications)

2D (using conventional histologic images) 3D (from novel image acquisition technologies)
Single-plex Multiplex
Single parameter analyses Multi-omics
Pathology or radiology or other imaging Cross-disciplinary diagnostic imaging
Pathologist remote from patient Pathologist connecting with patient (e.g.,

patient-specific reports, patient portals,
patient-pathologist consultation)

can support standardization. With CPATH-enabled multimodal data fusion from
different imaging sources, diagnostic imaging will become more cross-disciplinary.

What will the practice of pathology look like when this transformation is com-
plete, perhaps 10 years after publication of this book? Workflow will be different in
many ways, including AI-based QC in the lab to improve and standardize quality;
the routine, automatic preordering of special stains and immunohistochemistry by
AI (Chatrian et al., 2021); and the precomputation of diagnostic parameters even
before pathologist review. DP will be the norm for primary diagnosis, consultation,
teaching, and other functions. Previously unavailable diagnostic tools such as heat
maps will be commonplace. The pathologists of the future will be sorting through
AI-generated data products. They will be spending more time doing QA/QC.
Automated AI-based preliminary diagnoses will be available for most indications.
Even sooner, AI-based “second-read” mechanisms could be introduced that work
in the background, surfacing only when a discrepancy occurs. Large reference case
databases will be available for diagnostic support and standardization. Large image
repositories will enhance research. Based on new biomarkers (“pathomics”), a new
golden age of tissue-based research is likely. Pathologists will be more connected
to each other as telepathology will improve ways to work collaboratively. They
will also be communicating more with their patients. These changes also have the
potential to address many currently unmet diagnostic needs. There is considerable
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demand for diagnostic services in developing countries that do not have sufficient
numbers of pathologists and very little subspecialization. With telepathology plus
automation of some diagnostic tasks, many gaps in service can be closed, even with
a stagnating professional workforce.

In summary, major changes are underway and pathology will likely get even
more exciting. Machines will take over some functions from pathologists but will
also enable them to extract more information. The changes will introduce new
workflows and entirely new capabilities. Wide-ranging effects for other specialties
and for education and research can be expected.
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